


They say that there are living beings on Jupiter.

a) They say that Jupiter has living beings
b) It is said that there are people living on Jupiter. 

c) On Jupiter, there are living beings. 
d) It is said that there are living being on Jupiter 

ans 2



Please lock the door.

1. The door should kindly being locked

2. You are requested to lock the door

3. You are being ordered to lock the door

4. Please let the door being lock.

Solution: 2



I am sometimes puzzled by her actions.

1 her actions are sometimes puzzled by 
me.

2 he actions sometimes puzzle me.

3 she can sometimes puzzling me.

4 her actions were sometimes puzzling me.

Solution : 1



The politicians speech was loudly cheered.

1 the audience cheer the politician’s loud speech.

2 the audience was loudly cheered by the politician’s speech.

3 the audience loudly cheered the politician’s speech.

4 the audience had been loudly cheered by the politician.

Solution : 2



By whom was this windows broken? five packets of milk 

were delivered by the milkman.

1 who broke this window? the milkman delivered five packets 
of milk.

2 who had broke this window? The milkman had delivered 
five packets of milk.

3 whom was break this window ? the milkman will deliver five 
packets of milk.

4 who is breaking this window? The milkman is delivering 
packets of milk.

Solution : 1



The little puppy chewed my new slippers.

1 my new slippers were chewing the little puppy.

2 my new slippers can be chewed by the little puppy.

3 my new slippers were chewed by the little puppy.

4 my new slippers are being chew by the little 
puppy.

Solution : 3



Giver the command.

1 let the command be given.

2 you can give the command.

3 the command can be given.

4 the command should be given by you.

Solution : 1



Shyam saw Abhishek starting the car.

1 Abhishek has seen Shyam starting the car.

2 Abhishek can be seen starting the car by Shyam.

3 Abhishek was seen starting the car by Shyam.

4 Abhishek was saw by Shyam starting the car.

Solution : 3



The class teacher was taking the children to the zoo.

1 the children will go to the zoo by their class teacher.

2 the children can be taking to the zoo by their class teacher.

3 the children being taken to the zoo by their class teacher.

4 the children were being taken to the zoo by their class teacher.

Solution : 4



The manager permitted women employees to leave 

office early on that day.

1 women employees permitted the manager to leave office 
early on that day.

2 women employees had to leave office early on that day.

3 women employees should leave office early on that day.

4 women employee were permitted to leave office early on 
that day.

Solution : 4



I burnt my hand yesterday while cooking.

1 my hand was burning yesterday while cooking.

2 my hand could be burnt yesterday while cooking.

3 my hand was burnt yesterday while cooking.

4 my hand will be burnt yesterday while cooking.

Solution : 3



An award was given to the film ‘andhaa dhund’.

1 the jury had given the film ‘andhaa dhund’ an award.

2 the just gave the film’andhaa dhund’ an award.

3 the jury was gave the film ‘andhaa dhund’ an award.

4 the jury will give the award to the film ‘andhaa dhund’.

Solution : 1



The municipal corporation changed the manhole covers 

before the rainy season.

1 the manhole covers is being changed before the rainy 
season.

2 the manhole covers are change before the rainy season.

3 the manhole covers were changed before the rainy season.

4 the manhole covers can be changed before the rainy 
season.

Solution : 3



Switch off the television.

1 can you switch off the television?

2 may I switch off the television?

3 let the television be switched off.

4 let the television being switch off.

Solution : 3



The tennis ball hit Dhiraj on the head.

1 Dhiraj had been hit on the head by the tennis 
ball.

2 Dhiraj was hit on the head by the tennis ball.

3 the tennis ball was being hit by Dhiraj.

4 Dhiraj was being hit om the head by the tennis 
ball.

Solution : 2



They considered it an impressive building.

1 it was considered to be an impressive building.

2 it can be consider to be an impressive building.

3 it was considering to being an impressive building.

4 it is considered to be an impressive building.

Solution : 1



They found her guilty of theft.

1 she found them guilty of theft.

2 she was found guilty of theft.

3 she had been find guilty of theft.

4 she is find guilty of theft by them.

Solution : 2



By whom was this poem written?

1 who wrote this poem?

2 who is wrote this poem?

3 who write this poem?

4 this poem is wrote by whom?

Solution : 1



The detective found the lost necklace.

1 the lost necklace should find the detective.

2 the lost necklace was found by the detective.

3 The lost necklace founded by the detective.

4 the lost necklace had been find by the detective.

Solution : 2



The fisherman caught large fish.

1 a large fish should be caught by the fisherman.

2 a large fish was catching the fisherman.

3 a large fish was caught by the fisherman.

4 a large fish had been catched by the fisherman.

Solution : 3



Has you massage been despatched?

1 has your message despatched?

2 have you despatched your message?

3 had you dispatch your message?

4 is your message dispatching?

Solution : 2



Avoid taking the flyover.

1 the flyover can be avoid take.

2 the flyover should be avoided.

3 the flyover should avoid taking

4 the flyover should be avoid.

Solution : 2



The security guard opened the gate using his pass.

1 the gate is open by the security guard by using pass.

2 the gate was opened by the security guard using his pass.

3 the gate opened the security guard using his pass.

4 the gate was open by the security guard use his pass.

Solution : 2



They need 104 more runs to win the match.

1) 104 more runs are needed for them to win the match.

2) 104 more runs will need for them to win the match.

3) they are needed 104 more runs to win the match.

4)  104 more runs can be needed by them to win the match.

Solution : 1



The detective found the lost necklace.

1 the lost necklace should find the detective.

2 the lost necklace was found by the detective.

3 The lost necklace founded by the detective.

4 the lost necklace had been find by the detective.

Solution : 2




